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Greetings reader

The Emergency Broadcast System welcome you (with gritted teeth) to Issue 3 of

DUCK & COVER

This month’s magazine is all about VIOLENCE. So sit forward, tense up and try to endure our contributors red-
eyed scribblings, if you think you’re hard enough.

Also we have additional news of D&C’s success, readers of last months magazine may remember a feature by the 
editors entitled In Memorium. Well a few weeks ago it was mentioned and read on Make Your Own Damn Music. 

(http://resonancefm.com) Today special interest radio, tomorrow the world!

Many thanks to this month’s contributors and thanks also to you, for reading.

Jim & Katy

Editors

For more information or to contribute you can use these helpful addresses-

Email: emergencymailsystem@googlemail.com

Web: http://emergencyblogsystem.wordpress.com
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Amy  Eggleston.  Scratch. 

The image was taken in Canterbury with a manual SLR and developed by hand in the darkroom, 
where I decided to create an image with a strong black and white contrast to emphasise the ges-
tural markings which struck me as random powerful, violent, scratches.  It is ironic that, for a 
photograph whose abstract nature focusses your attention on its linear markings suggestive of mo-
tion, the image is actually from part of a weathered metal door which in itself will no longer move..
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Taxi For Cortez

-DUCK & COVER REVIEWS CORTEZ ARRIVES-

In its final exhibition before the summer and the degree show UCA Canterbury’s Herbert Read Gallery treats visi-
tors to a new exhibition called Cortez Arrives. It includes work from Jo Addison, Adam Gillam, Mike Marshall, Max 
Mosscrop, Alice Walton & Simon Wells.

The show collects together works that are reportedly anti-representational and are intended to exist, within the 
sphere of this show at least, without reference to art criticism. Adam Gillam and Max Mosscrop particularly talk in 
terms of instinct, feeling and chance when discussing the making of their works. The result, as one might imagine, 
is art that is as self-conscious and tentative as its makers. I guess this kind of work is supposed to create greater 
consideration of the thing in itself. Therefore it uses a language we all understand from modernism and is one that 
still has some relevance today if appropriately framed. 

Cortez Arrives therefore creates a difficult curatorial challenge. How to make this show work? A curator must be 
able to make these pieces inter-relate without drawing any comparisons between them. (To do so would too closely 
resemble intentionality and cognitive thought.) The curation of the show needs to give as much reign to feeling 
and gut reaction as it does to actual conscious consideration. How lucky therefore that is the artists themselves 
who have put this show together. Gillam described in a Q&A that when the artists involved first discussed Cortez 
Arrives all were aware of each other’s work and voiced which of each other’s pieces they ‘liked’ and wanted to 
see exhibited. Essentially the process of curation was like cherry picking works and shoving them together by a 
process of mutual congratulation.

CORTEZ ARRIVES AND SHOWS US HIS NAVEL.

This show does contain some genuinely interesting works. Mike Marshall’s photo for instance is a highlight. 
Furthermore Simon Wells’ 3-letter words are really successful and enjoyable and have a sense of play that evidences 
a wit and engagement with the concept of Cortez Arrives that the rest of the show and its curation plainly lacks. 
On march 22nd some writing by Joseph Beuys was added to the Cortez Arrives blog. (http://cortezarrives.blogspot.
com/)

‘Art cannot be understood in the sense of a positivistic concept of knowledge, i.e. art will never be a means of 
appealing to the intellect with rational, analytical concepts, that is with that which one nowadays in the culture of 
consciousness apprehends by “understanding something.”’

Wells’ small pictures, such as sup pictured below, take letter characters and reduce them, re-presenting them as 
pure graphical forms and no longer intellectually loaded with the language they once represented. Thus we are 
able to experience them with awe again. As a child maybe does, when first discovering how to make monosyllabic 
sounds that mean words. 
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fig. 1 Sup Simon Wells

In Wells 3-letter words one can finally find something that resembles the shows title, which is taken from this 

unpublished fragment by poet George Oppen:

Cortez arrives at an unknown shore

he is absolutely lost

and he is enraptured.

Sadly this potentially poignant moments that lay within Well’s wall mounted words are completely trampled upon 
by the clunky and self-conscious nature of the rest of the show. Being expected to experience this exhibition 
without recognising that the work resembles textbook post-modernism is infuriating as in truth the sculptural 
works in the show feel like pastiche. By trying to remove themselves from the knowledge of art experience these 
artists have managed to make a show that feels easy, jaded, lifeless and simple.

Another quote from the blog:

‘Nothing strikes you. You don’t know how to see.

You must set about it more slowly, almost stupidly.’ (Georges Perec)
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One almost wishes this show wasn’t set about quite so slowly and stupidly. Luckily there is something else to make 
this exhibition worth visiting: The comments book. It is a source of angry and often ignorant hilarity. Art school is 
for the most part a fairly wooly place. Except for in the leaves of this book: It seems at UCA the students may not 
get vocal about very much, but they are tangibly offended and by what they see as bad art:

Fig. 2 Comments left by visitors to Cortez Arrives.

(When I asked Mike Marshall if he minded me reproducing these pages for duck & cover he mumbled some passive 
aggressive statements questioning the intelligence of art school students. But officially his reaction to the what’s 
in the comments book is ‘I don’t mind it,’ and why would he. If these comments were made without intelligence 
then they were made without knowledge. Could it be that they reflect the show?)

One would assume that there was something new to Cortez on his unknown shore to make him so enraptured. 
Trouble is the Cortez Arrives exhibition likes to think that the move from jaded knowledge to rapture is something 
that must occur in the viewer. That it is somehow our responsibility to stupefy ourselves to the point where the 
artwork engages us. But if this were the case then would not any object in any place have the same value as 
the paintings, sculptures and other works in the gallery? Why show us these objects at all? Simon Wells’ words 
however imbed within the works themselves a movement away from knowledge and it is possible to become 
enraptured by them. I recommend seeing Cortez Arrives if you are already in Canterbury purely on the strength 
of Simon Wells.

Cortez leaves on May 2nd 2009.

Jim Lockey
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Twirl, twirl, twirl

and whirl-a-whirl

A child standing in a beam of sun

in the middle of forest

dusk at daybreak

she plays with the light

using a crystal prisim

clutched in a baby-soft hand

flashing it bright against a tree

enthralled by her magic

she turns to leave

Twirl, twirl, twirl

and whirl-a-whirl

A child standing in a beam of sun..........oblivious to the man

in the middle of forest..........................he stalks in a dark hat

dusk at daybreak.................................his favorite time of day

she plays with the light.........................he plays with himself

using a crystal prisim...........................stunned at her beauty

clutched in a baby-soft hand.................wishes it were he

flashing it bright against a tree..............the one next to where he lurks

enthralled by her magic........................fingering the sharp of blade

she turns to leave................................he follows in her footsteps

..........................................................one smooth slice

..........................................................across her throat she succumbs

..........................................................whirls away without a

..........................................................last twirl
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Oblivious to the man

he stalks in a dark hat

his favorite time of day

he plays with himself

stunned at her beauty

wishes it were he

the one next to where he lurks

fingering the sharp of blade

he follows in her footsteps

one smooth slice

across her throat she succumbs

whirls away without a

last twirl

Oblivious to the man.............................who watches him from afar

he stalks in a dark hat...........................too intent to see himself

his favorite time of day..........................being stalked by the man

he plays with himself.............................he fingers his badge

stunned at her beauty...........................sick at his game

wishes it were he..................................and anyone but her

the one next to where he lurks...............shadows

fingering the sharp of blade...................glinting in the semi-light

he follows in her footsteps.....................he follows his

one smooth slice..................................draws his gun

across her throat she succumbs.............too late

whirls away without a...........................anguish, his daughter

last twirl..............................................her soul says goodbye
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..........................................................his sanity takes its leave

..........................................................bang bang bangbangbangbang

..........................................................gun empty reaches for a rock

..........................................................fucker can’t destroy this one

..........................................................may he rot in eternal hell

who watches him from afar

too intent to see himself

being stalked by the man

he fingers his badge

sick at his game

and anyone but her

shadows

glinting in the semi-light

he follows his

draws his gun

too late

anguish, his daughter

her soul says goodbye

his sanity takes its leave

bang bang bangbangbangbang

gun empty reaches for a rock

fucker can’t destroy this one

may he rot in eternal hell

Jamie Thiessen
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Violence in ‘Un Chien Andalou’

In 1928, two Spanish friends worked on a film, contrived from their dreams that was, according to one of the 
collaborators an “impassioned plea to murder”. 

Luis Bunuel and Salvador Dali, both unknown at the time, made “Un Chien Andalou” (An Andalusian Dog) with 
money given to them from Bunuel’s mother under the banner of surrealism, an art movement concerned with 
Freudian psychoanalysis, irrationality and the subconscious. For the surrealists, societal institutions such as 
the church, the education system and bourgeois etiquette were restrictive of man’s true nature and the only 
way to truly be free was to abandon the conscious and the rational in favour of spontaneity, randomness and 
free association. They used dreams, automatic writing and anti-narrative to convey states of mind and to discuss 
human nature. For the surrealists, the cinema was an art form that echoed the sensation of a dream – images, 
out of the control of the audience, flickering in the dark onto a screen, in the manner in which our dreams unfurl 
before us.

The film opens with a scene that is still shocking more than 80 years after its first screening. The introductory 
title reads “Once upon a time” before we see a man sharpening a razor as he looks up at the moon from a balcony, 
a cloud slightly obscuring the full luminescence of the night sky. The man, played by Bunuel, moves to a seated girl, 
opens her left eye wide before slicing her eyeball open. The movement of the cloud is a premonition of the motion 
of the razor as it slices the eye from left to right. Unlike Tarantino’s camera in “Reservoir Dogs”, Bunuel does not 
move the camera away to accommodate the taste of the spectator. As the razor first opens the eye, the audience get 
a  close-up shot of the action in all its delicious, oozing detail. This image is difficult to forget once viewed. 

Violence towards eyes in cinema is quite a useful method of instilling empathetic fear in the audience as this is, of 
course, the main sensory receptacle that we use during a film. “Kill Bill Vol. 2”, “The Diving Bell and the Butterfly”, 
“Clockwork Orange” and “Henry: Portrait of a Serial Killer” use eye gauging/closing/opening/penetrating as tools 
to create nausea and alarm (or, in the case of anyone who likes Oasis, mirth) in the audience.
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The shock in “Un Chien Andalou”’s eye slitting scene for today’s viewer is perhaps not the level of violence in the 
film’s frames – aren’t we all a little desensitised these days? – it is more in the emotion of the victim. She sits 
placidly, as if already resigned to her fate or under some kind of hypnotic spell. The viewer is passive in their seat, 
gazing at the screen whilst the protagonist sharpens his razor before idly walking towards his docile victim. Her 
non-resistance makes this scene more chilling, more dream-like and more disturbing. We, the film spectator, are 
essentially put in the position of this woman – defenceless to the action going on around us, out of our control. 
In this respect, Bunuel and Dali almost make the presence of the film-makers obvious – informing the audience 
that there is nothing we can do to stop their actions taking place. We are as docile as she. And we are perhaps as 
violated, too.  

Bunuel later stated that “...historically the film represents a violent reaction against what in those days was called 
‘avant-garde,’ which was aimed exclusively at artistic sensibility and the audience’s reason....”. Bunuel’s later 
career frequently centred on attacking bourgeois taste and sensibilities, notably “Phantom of Liberty” (1974) and 
“The Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie” (1972) and although many of his later films were condemned for their 
use of religious iconography and political ideals, none can match the sheer thrill and violent shock of the opening 
scene in his first film. 
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“Un Chien Andalou” continues from the opening section, weaving seemingly random scenes into its anti-narrative 
tapestry. The theme of violence continues throughout the fragmented sequences that follow. A young couple argue 
incessantly before his unrequited lust for her turns into molestation; a man holding books suddenly sees them 
transmogrify into guns which he uses to overpower an assailant; a mysteriously dressed young man falls off a 
bike suddenly, for no apparent reason, and is swarmed by a crowd whose members nonchalantly use their canes 
to inspect a severed hand; a piano is dragged across the floor with the rotting carcasses of bulls draped over them. 
Such disconnected, discontinuous imagery only serves to reinforce the raw brutality of the film-makers’ intentions 
as they attempt to disrupt the preconceived sensibilities of the spectator. 

The film’s influence can be clearly seen in contemporary Hollywood and popular culture. “The Matrix” and “Silence 
of the Lambs” are two very obvious examples of film-makers paying homage to Bunuel and Dali’s imagery, as too is 
the video for Radiohead’s “Just”. Influential American grunge pioneers The Pixies sing on “Debaser” - 

 Got me a movie 
 I want you to know 
 Slicing up eyeballs 
 I want you to know 
 Girlie so groovy 
 I want you to know 
 Don’t know about you 
 But I am un chien andalusia 

The American film critic Roger Ebert says of the film “...it remains the most famous short film ever made, and 
anyone halfway interested in the cinema sees it sooner or later, usually several times...” At 17 minutes in length, 
what have you got to lose? It can be a frustrating film for many reasons - no explanation of events or images, no 
cause and effect narrative, no real structure or obvious theme to what you are watching......and yet I think that this 
is exactly why you should watch it. We are far too comfortable with the genre system of Hollywood films, texts that 
fit into neat categories, into tested and marketable formulas for mass consumption. It’s just a shame that a film 
over 80 years old can be seen today as quite revolutionary in terms of shock and as a tool through which we, as 
an audience, can discuss our expectations and needs from the art which we consume. Where are contemporaneous 
examples of this film’s intention and drive to be seen?   

As those highly regarded denizens of surrealism (and diva-esque late 90s R&B chart fodder pop icons) En Vogue 
once sang - “Free your mind and the rest will follow”. 

Todd Dedman
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Layla Boyd 
Glory Glory 2009
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Sexual violence and threat in Grettir’s Saga  

Old Norse literature is typically divided into genres according to age, depicted era, external influence and fan-
tastical content to name but a few. The sagas of the Icelanders comprise roughly 40 sagas and 50 tales detailing 
the events and lives of those who inhabited Iceland from its discovery in 870 up to and around the transition 
from Paganism to Christianity in 1000AD. The Christian writers of this literature lived some 200 years after 
the action; in the meantime the stories were preserved through oral tradition. Some names and brief events 
corroborate records in Landnámabók (the Book of Settlements). Genealogy was a popular subject, which is why 
you will find many tedious passages repetitively listing familial relationships in the sagas; to this day Icelanders 
are very proud to (optimistically) recount their ancestry back to the saga heroes. Beyond names, historical and 
factual content is indefinite; however, scholars are willing to use this literature as a verisimilar source of Old 
Norse society, both of the time portrayed and that of the writer. Here is a brief comment on two sexual episodes, 
based on their value to the narrative, as a source of entertainment to the audience and with a view to exploring 
the authorised euphemistic vocabulary of the Christian writers’ censorship. 

Grettir’s Saga tells the tale of Grettir Ásmundarsson, a temperamental, unlucky anti-hero. Most of his adult life is 
spent as an outlaw, either in exile in Norway or in hiding around Iceland. An occasional hero, he causes trouble 
for most who help him. Before his 20 year period of outlawry is complete - and inevitably for a man of misfortune 
– Grettir’s life comes to an end at the hands of his numerous enemies. Today he is seen as a tragic rogue and is 
said to personify the Icelandic character. 

This saga provides an insight into the threat of sexual violence to women in Old Norse society. Without the 
support of physically strong male family members, they were vulnerable to the impulses of potential aggressors 
and seducers. The danger of this situation comes to the fore while Grettir is in Norway, boarding at the farm of 
an influential and hospitable man named Thorfinn. The members of the household relocate to work at another 
of Thorfinn’s farms, leaving behind his wife, their sick daughter, eight servants, and Grettir, who has already 
proved himself work shy. During this time they are visited by berserkers, warriors who were renowned for their 
brutality and frenzied attacks. They are led by brothers Thorir Paunch and Ogmund the Evil, introduced as a ma-
licious and sexually aggressive pair who abduct women for a week or more before returning them to their loved 
ones. Upon arrival at the house, Grettir recognises the brothers and plays on their reputation:

Ok ef ek þœttumk nokkurn mótgang eiga at gjalda, þá vilda ek þann veg at koma, því at hér er hvatvetna þat, er 
hafa þarf, bæði ol ok annarr fagnaðr

and if I had any grudge to repay [towards Thorfinn], I would come just as you do, for there is everything here 
which you want, ale to drink and other pleasures

The ‘other pleasures’ are not only petrified of the guests but also angered by Grettir’s apparent betrayal. The 
scene lingers on Grettir’s appeasement of the berserkers – even requesting to join their gang – until they are 
drunk and complacent enough for him to corner and slaughter all twelve, much to the women’s relief and delight. 
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During this episode the audience is not explicitly told of Grettir’s plan and may be suspicious of his intentions, 
and surprised by his use of cunning for protective and benevolent purposes. Indeed, while the audience remain 
ignorant of Grettir’s plan, suspense and menace escalate with each of Thorir’s threatening taunts at the women 
and Grettir’s apparent encouragement:

Þórir mælti þá: ver eigi stygg, húsfreyja: engi missir skal þér í verða, þó at bóndi sé eigi heima, því at fá skal 
mann í stað hans, ok svá dóttur þinni ok llum heimakonum. Slíkt er karlmannliga talat sagði Grettir; megu þær 
þá eigi yfir sinn hlut sjá. Nú stukku fram konur allar, ok sló á þær óhug miklum ok gráti.

Then Thorir said: “Don’t be angry, mistress. You won’t lack anything though your husband is away from home, 
for you shall have a man in his place and so shall your daughter and all the other women.” “That is spoken like 
a true man,” said Grettir. “The women won’t be able to complain about being neglected.” Then all the women fled 
and began to weep, overcome by terror.

The women expect the worse, and Grettir, still ostensibly complicit with the impending rape, takes the men 
one step further to their goal by suggesting they remove their bad weather clothes and weapons. They comply, 
agreeing with his persuasive argument that the women will be less afraid. Under Grettir’s influence the drinking 
continues up to the point where he is sure of his position of domination and ability to cull the malevolent cohort. 
It is therefore apparent from Grettir’s actions that the only ‘rape’ to take place that evening is that of the ber-
serkers: undressed, intoxicated and on the receiving end of Grettir’s spear, they are seduced and as defenceless 
as their intended victims.

Having prevented a violent attack, Grettir goes on to perpetrate the saga’s most explicit episode of sexual 
violence. After living in exile for two years on an island, Grettir decides to venture to the mainland – a swim 
of one nautical mile (four miles) in freezing cold water. Finding a farm house, he pulls off his wet clothes and 
falls asleep, exhausted, in front of a fire. But his slumber is rudely disturbed by a servant girl and the farmer’s 
daughter:

Svá vil ek heil, systir, hér er kominn Grettir Ásmundarson, ok þykki mér raunar skammrifjamikill vera, ok liggr 
berr. En þat þykki mér fádœmi, hversu lítt hann er vaxinn niðri ok ferr þetta eigi eptir gildleika hans oðrum.

So I believe, sister, Grettir Asmundarson is here, lying naked. He looks large-framed to me all right, but I’m aston-
ished to see how poorly endowed he is between his legs, it is not at all in keeping with the rest of him.” 

The mocking remarks awake him and he grabs her:

Váskeytt es far flosu;                    That wench takes things too lightly;

fár kann sverð í hári  Few invokers of spear storms1

œskiruðr fyr oðrum   have much choice about the sword

1  Old Norse verses are awash with poetic imagery; here an invoker of spear storms is quite simply a warrior/man; likewise spear-thruster. 
These are known as kennings. 
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o™r veðrs séa gorva;  that adorns their forest of hair.

veðjak hins, at hreðjar                   I bet my bollocks are twice the size

hafit þeir en vér meiri,                   than other spear-thrusters boast,

þótt éldraugar eigi  even if their shafts

atgeira sin meiri.  can outstretch mine.

Síðan svipti henni upp í pallinn, en bóndadóttir hljóp fram.

Then he threw her up onto the bench, and the farmer’s daughter ran out of the room.

Sverðlítinn kvað sæta                    The seamstress sitting at home,

saumskorða, mik orðinn short-sworded she calls me;

Hrist hefir hreðja kvista maybe the boastful handmaiden

hœlin satt at mæla;  of ball-trunks is telling the truth.

alllengi má ungum,  But a young man like me

eyleggjar bíð Freyja,                    can expect sprouts to grow

lágr í læraskógi,  in the groin forest: Get ready 

lotu, faxi mér vaxa.  for action, splay-legged goddess.2

Poetry was a popular method of expression and was often purportedly composed during battle and in praise/com-
memoration of noble heroes. The verses, despite their pedestrian phallic imagery of swords and spears, lift this 
scene from the prose and turn it into something far more weighty and memorable, gracing Grettir with an oppor-
tunity to defend (praise, even?) his small penis with great articulation and refinement. The act of the rape is, by 
contrast, rendered insignificant. As soon as these stanzas are spoken, the saga reverts to prose and we are told:

Griðka æpði hástofum, en svá skilðu þau, at hon frýði eigi á Gretti, um þat er lauk. Litlu síðar stóð hann upp ok 
gekk til Þorvalds bónda ok sagði honum til vandkvæða sinna ok bað hann flytja sik út.

The servant woman shrieked, but when she left Grettir she did not taunt him again. Soon after he stood up and 
went to Thorvald the farmer and told him of his problem and asked him to ferry him back.

While bodily harm and battle scenes are rampant with carnal gore, it is interesting to see that the rape scene 
discreetly passes over the physical crime, and this ambiguous statement avoids any mention of penetration. By 
telling the girl to prepare for action, Grettir implies that he is aroused and ready for intercourse. The girl’s cry 
2  Translation of Grettis saga by Bernard Scudder in The Complete Sagas of the Icelanders Volume 2, pps 49-191 (1997)
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may be one of anguish, or possibly pleasure - Jenny Jochens suggests in The Illicit Love Visit (1991) that this 
is a wink to the audience by the author to say that as she did not taunt him any longer, the servant girl had no 
complaints regarding Grettir’s sexual performance. The implication that he does not rush from the scene further 
supports this idea; this segue is too casual to suggest that the girl will be rescued. Due to her servant status 
it is also unlikely any compensation for the act will be sought. Jochens and Ruth Mazo Karras (Servitude and 
Sexuality in Medieval Iceland, 1992) regarded this scene as an illustration of ‘the difference in sexual availability 
between a free farmer’s daughter and the servant girl from the house.’ (Jochens, 1991) I am inclined to disagree. 
Without wishing to imply vindication, Grettir feels compelled to rape the servant girl because she insulted his 
manhood; the farmer’s daughter, on the other hand, twice chastised her for the remarks. If social class does play 
a part here, it is merely responsible for preventing the farmer’s daughter from mocking Grettir, and of course 
had he raped her, the legal ramifications would have been far greater. 

The scene also reveals the author’s admiration for Grettir: while the berserkers were murdered for only threat-
ening sexual assault, here Grettir’s rape of the servant girl goes unpunished. That is not to say his crime is not 
heard. Foucault’s examination of the Christian confession (The Will to Knowledge, 1990) suggests an inherent 
obligation to confess: ‘truth does not belong to the order of power, but shares an original affinity with freedom’. 
Therefore by revealing to Thorvald his transgression Grettir is unburdened, even if that was not the purpose. 
The author bestows the power of forgiveness on Thorvald and his offer of a means of immediate escape symbol-
ises absolution. Why is the audience not privy to Grettir’s guilty admission? As witnesses only to his violent 
foreplay we are once again isolated from the truth. The author does not seek our forgiveness, but enforces, as 
Foucault calls it, a ‘policing of statements’, hiding both the rape and description in order to mitigate Grettir’s 
immoral crime. The authorial silence speaks volumes; indeed, it is then reported, “when it was heard that Grettir 
had swam four miles, everyone was full of admiration for his feats both on land and at sea.” And therewith the 
incident of rape is rendered unremarkable.

It was not the intention of this essay to support the popular belief that the Vikings are synonymous with ‘raping 
and pillaging’, but of course sexual violence did occur in this culture. Theorists of premodern sexualities set 
great store by the separation of sexual identities and acts, so-called nature versus culture. After reading dissent-
ing views, I am not yet convinced by the salience of this distinction, in particular relating to Old Norse literature. 
Grettir’s sexual transgressions throughout the saga reveal him to be a lustful character, yet are also appropriate 
to the culture in which he lives. The strong and varied narrative provides an entertaining saga, while authorial 
subjectivity and discretion attempt to obfuscate not only explicit material but also audience disapproval of our 
hero. At this point we must also acknowledge the legacy of oral tradition and apply its principles to our own use 
of imagination: intonation and gestures accompanying the retelling of the saga add nuances of drama, fear and - 
dare I say it – comedy to these scenes, ultimately transcending the imposed Christian censorship. 

Lucy Keens
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You Chose An Iron Door

You chose an iron door
you chose

A china vase
Stiletto heel

Spilled water over the kitchen
floor

You chose you thought
This idyll

All roses on the apron strings
of mother’s breath
and father’s wings

To which he ties you
when he flies you

And brother’s arms reach not your cries;
‘who will take these walls down?’

Packed up refrains

Glass reached glass
skin broken concrete

Baby’s choking
For shame, for shame

Sullen walk
Up garden path

Lead tipped feathers
of birds, to gain

Is to walk from these unholy
Tarred by us, pitch shattered

remains

And they will stay
In flat pack houses

In pot blackened kettles

Ever the same.

Susie Feest
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Creeping suspicion

Having been born in the city, when I move to the countryside I am at first unaccustomed to rural life. I find 
agricultural activity particularly peculiar. And so it is a surprise to me when I find myself becoming attracted to 
a threshing machine. I walk past the place where it sits in an open barn twice each day: Once on my way to, and 
again on my return from the village. I notice it immediately, it’s worn red paint and belt driven mechanism turn 
my head as I imagine they would anyone’s. I am embarrassed to say that my passing it caused a skip of my heart 
and a swelling in my trouser.

After time my affection for the machine grows beyond just physical attraction. I feel that the threshing machine 
understands me like no other ever has and I visit it at night under the dim light of a bare light bulb that hangs 
from the roof of the barn.

I tug on the cord that is the pull start to its engine and listen to its rumbling heartbeat. The belt is mesmerising 
as it turns, a moebius strip more beautiful than anything to be found in the human form.

I find myself drawn to discover the inner workings of the machine and spend more and more time in its pres-
ence. I begin to lose track of days. When I do come into work, the other employees are understanding. But they 
do seem to wonder about the lacerations on my fingers and bandages on my arms. It is a small village and soon 
there is much gossip. For fear that the villagers may find out about my secret love with the threshing machine 
and chase me out of the village with pitchforks, or worse destroy the machine: I resolve to go and commune with 
it one last time. But then I must break it off. It is unrealistic to think that our love could last and we are only 
hurting ourselves.

Turning on the machine I again begin to stare into its open mouth, the rollers, prongs and other moving parts-
within it seem to call to me. My desire to know the machine intimately becomes overwhelming and I feel is if 
that if I enter the mouth of the machine I will understand it, know it, and maybe even become it. I clamber over 
and with a deep breath jump into the depths of the trundling parts. At first it is exciting. It doesn’t quite know 
what to do with my flesh. It can identify no part of me as its normal meal of stalk or husk, which it knows how 
to separate neatly. But still it thrashes at my legs eagerly and slowly drags me into its mechanism. Rather than 
tearing my flesh clean off or simply injuring my legs with cuts and bludgeonings, most of the damage done to me 
is caused by friction as the thesher’s rollers start to cook me. It is slow, but I am unable to escape as I feel my 
legs barbequing, when the pain subsides I know that they are completely dead. I want to stop the machine, as I 
realise I’ve made a terrible mistake. I want to walk away and pretend I had never fallen in love with the machine. 
But I cannot do that now, I cannot do anything but wait for my inevitable fate.

The worst part is a creeping suspicion that the threshing machine never loved me at all.

 Jim Lockey
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Made

I could hear them but I knew I did not want to be with them. I donít know them, I donít need them. I have food I 
am safe here. I am not sure for how long.

Then it was too late and not my choice. THEY took control of me but I fought and fought. Blood and screams 
splash against the wall. I didnít care. I hear them screaming, shouting and protesting. Now itís my time to 
protest.

6 Years later

Nobody listens to me. 6 years on the outside and people look at me with fear and disgust. I try and make them 
listen to me. I try and tell them. Then they get hurt.

I painted IT with me happy. I donít know why but they just laughed, laugh at me, laugh at us.

Glass and paint splash against the wall, I didnít care. I hear them screaming, shouting and protesting. Now itís 
my time to protest.

4 Years later

She said IT hurt her. Her eyes hover over the scars in her mind and soul.  She said she loves me but I am numb. 
The smell of love is tainted with stench of stale pain. I look around and see blood against the wall. IT was not me. 
IT was nothing like me. I am not like IT.

10 years later

I hear what they are saying by looking at their eyes. They want me to fear them. I want them to fear me. Thatís 
safe, thatís pure. Fear is me. My strength is me. I will not defend myself. I will do it first.

Glass and beer splash against the wall, I didnít care. I hear them screaming, shouting and protesting. Now itís my 
turn to protest.

Then they return and take control of me. But I fight and fight. With my fists, teeth and feet I fight.

They say I must stay here. Like IT.

3 months later

I could hear them but I knew I did not want to be with them. I donít know them, I donít need them. 

Now it is too late and itís my choice. They canít take control of me. I donít need to fight anymore. I hear them, 
shouting but they donít protest .

I am the power. Me, the bar and the sheet.

I am not like IT. I am just 20 and 3 months. I am ME.

Zachary Cooke 
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